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• Investigating unreasonable ideas
• Water supply decisions affect ecosystem
outcomes
• The Future of the Colorado River project
• Overview
• Building tools
• Modeling approaches
• The need for river ecosystem goals

Can we achieve better outcomes for both water users
and the environment by considering outside-the-box
solutions?

reasonable ideas often begin as unreasonable ideas
-------some reasonable management options started out
as unreasonable ideas; some unreasonable ideas
stayed that way

Establishment of Grand Canyon National Monument
1907

Some people perceived these
ideas as unreasonable

LaRue, 1916, US
Geological Survey
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Pacific Southwest Water Plan
Large-scale importation of water from outside the basin,
including desalinization plants in the Lower Basin; power
needs met by nuclear power plants, coal plants, hydropower
plants (e.g., Bridge Canyon, Marble Canyon), Central Arizona
Project

North American Water and
Power Alliance; deliver 78
maf/yr to US

1977, install turbines on river outlets,
rewind turbines, re-regulating dams,
pump back storage

1996 – the first controlled flood

Concept first discussed in late 1980s. First formal
science plans for a controlled flood ~1993

2015

Fill Mead First -establish Lake
Mead as the
primary reservoir
storage facility;
store water in
Lake Powell only
when Lake Mead
is full.

Fill Mead First Proposal
•
•
•

Phase I reduce storage in Lake Powell to
minimum power pool elevation (3490 ft asl)
Phase II reduce storage in Lake Powell to
dead pool (3370 ft asl)
Phase III drill new diversion tunnels and
fully drain Lake Powell

The solution to one problem sometimes creates
another problem … the failure to adequately
consider water supply and ecosystem issues as a
joint problem

Reservoir equalization and fine sediment
mass balance

During the first 6 years of the HFE Protocol, the total inputs of sand from the
Paria and Little Colorado Rivers approximately equaled the amount of sand
delivered to Lake Mead.

Mainstem flow
Mainstem flow and sediment

6,800,000 mt (sand)

Tributary flow and
sediment
Sediment budget reach
RM 0-30 – upper Marble Canyon
RM 30-61 – lower Marble Canyon
RM 61-87 – eastern Grand Canyon
RM 87-166 – central Grand Canyon
RM 166-225 – western Grand Canyon

10,000 – 2,600,000 mt
accumulated in east-central Grand
Canyon

-1,100,000 to 1,200,000 mt westcentral Grand Canyon

9,300,000 10,000,000
mt of sand delivered to
Lake Mead

-65,000 to 2,600,000 mt
upper Marble Canyon
230,000 – 1,500,000 mt accumulated
in lower Marble Canyon

2,700,000 to
580,000 mt
evacuated from
eastern Grand
Canyon

2,400,000 mt (sand)

July 1, 2012
June 30, 2018

USGS/ GCMRC

median

fall HFE
spring HFE

This was a period of relatively large inputs of sand from
the Paria River

Equalization releases
Powell inflows

Equalization releases were
12.7 million acre feet in
WY 2011 and were
released primarily
between May 15
December 31, 2011

Powell releases

Equalization occurred in a year of
a failed monsoon and very little
sand delivery from the Paria River

July 1, 2010
June 30,
2012

In the years of equalization, there was evacuation of sand from
Marble Canyon and eastern Grand Canyon.
2.3 million tons (inputs); ~5.6 million tons (delivered to Lake Mead)
1,500,000 mt (sand)
Mainstem flow
Mainstem flow and sediment
Tributary flow and
sediment
Sediment budget reach
RM 0-30 – upper Marble Canyon
RM 30-61 – lower Marble Canyon
RM 61-87 – eastern Grand Canyon
RM 87-166 – central Grand Canyon
RM 166-225 – western Grand Canyon

1,000,000 330,000 mt evacuated from
upper Marble Canyon

-860,000 to 440,000 mt
east-central Grand Canyon
-610,000 to 520,000 mt westcentral Grand Canyon

5,300,000 5,900,000 mt
delivered to Lake Mead

910,000 – 350,000 mt evacuated
from lower Marble Canyon

1,600,000 –
620,000 mt
evacuated from
eastern Grand
Canyon

810,000 mt (sand)

Spillways – 3648’
(Warm)

Powerplant – 3470’
(Cold/Warm)
River Outlets – 3374’
(Cold)

Water storage controls water
release temperatures and
therefore controls river
ecosystems

Thermal regime of the modern river

Dibble et al, in review
Dibble et al., In Prep.

River temperature regimes in the future will be more
affected by storage volumes in reservoirs (associated
with declining runoff) than by air temperature
Dibble et al, in review

Future of the Colorado River project
Climate change
causes

decline in watershed runoff increase in duration of ears
of low runoff, and increased variability in year-to-year runoff

and necessitates
political response

renegotiation of
Interim Guidelines
and related Law of the River agreements

that necessitates
management response

changes in rules of reservoir operations and reservoir
releases to meet water supply and environmental objectives

that cause changes in the
drivers of regulated river
ecos stems such as

changes in flow regime sediment suppl river
temperature, and other water quality parameters of releases
from reservoirs kept relatively full or relatively empty

that cause changes in the
attributes of the novel
aquatic ecosystems that
presently exist in each
part of the Colorado
River s stem such as

Walton, Catena, other funding

changes in aquatic food base and changes in non-native
and native fish communities in river segments whose stream
flow primarily comes from reservoir releases
USGS/SW CASC funding

Future of the Colorado River Project
The philosophy of the Futures project is that water-supply and environmental river
management issues are better considered as one integrated, joint problem, rather than as
a sequential water-supply first, river-ecosystem-second, process.
The most desirable approach to developing future river management scenarios is to
identify strategies that meet both water supply and river ecosystem objectives.

water
supply

ecosystems

What alternative Colorado River water-supply allocation
and reservoir operations can provide reliable water supply
while also enhancing riverine ecosystems?

Project Goals

• develop new tools and approaches by which the river-ecosystem outcomes of
water-supply decisions can be considered (within and outside of CRSS/Riverware
framework) (initial foci are on flow regime and temperature; secondary foci on
fine sediment mass balance and geomorphic structure)
• evaluate a range of water-supply management approaches that meet watersupply security and reliability needs of Colorado River water users and achieve
desired ecological objectives

Study area for modeling
STUDY AREA

2D Laterally Averaged Model (CE-QUAL-W2)

6/20/2019

22

COUPLED TEMPERATURE MODELING USING
COMPONENTS
Q
Green River Below
Flaming Gorge Dam
to Lake Powell
1D Model

Outlet Structures Q (m3/s)

(m3/s)

Lake Powell
CE-QUAL-W2

Temperature (°C)

Colorado River
Below Glen
Canyon Dam
1D Model
Temperature (°C)

How do we deal with salinity ?
6/20/2019

23

Integrated Temperature
Model Domain
CRSS Nodes needed
for river modeling
boundary conditions

Flaming Gorge
Reservoir

Green River nr
Little Snake River nr Lily
Greendale

Yampa River nr Maybell
Green River nr Jensen

Duchesne River nr Randlett
Green River nr Ouray

White River nr Watson
San Rafael River nr Green River

CRSS Nodes
needed for
tributary inflows

Green River @ Green River

Lake
Powell
CE-QUAL-W2

Colorado River nr Cisco

San Juan River nr Bluff

Paria River @ Lees Ferry
Colorado River @ Lees Ferry

Lake
Mead

Colorado River above
Diamond Creek

Little Colorado River nr Cameron
Colorado River nr Grand Canyon

Qmonthly, CRSS River BCs

Disaggregated to Qhourly as f(release requirements, downstream objectives, or scenarios)

Qmonthly, CRSS Tributaries

Disaggregated to Qhourly based on historical data or simple division if no observations

CE-QUAL-W2 MODEL EVALUATION

INTEGRATED TEMPERATURE MODELING FRAMEWORK
• Component based river temperature model includes :
• Dynamic flow routing (SWMM)
• Estimates of key heat transfer mechanisms over time and space
• Provides flow and temperature at hourly time steps over model domain

Temperature models using empirical or semi empirical formulations exist for the Colorado River in
Grand Canyon (Anderson and Wright, 2007; Wright et. al. 2009). These models do not account for
individual heat fluxes that drive warming or cooling. Process based temperature model developed
for Green River below Flaming Gorge(105 km) (Carron and Rajaram, 2001).

GRAND CANYON RIVER TEMPERATURE MODEL RESULTS TEMPERATURE
River Mile 30

River Mile 61

River Mile 88

River Mile 167

River Mile 225

Lees Ferry

Mile 61

Mile 88

Mile 167

Also depends on
availability and
characteristics of channel
and floodplain habitat

Schmidt et al, 1998

But temperature is not the only control on fish populations

Sand mass balance in Grand Canyon will depend on release volumes from Lake
Powell and monsoon season sand inputs

Planning for the Future Involves Planning with Deep
Uncertainty
Level 1
Clear future

Level 2
With probabilities

Level 3
With rank

Level 4
Plausible futures

Level 5
Unknown future

Examples

Reservoir surface
area

Lake Mead
evaporation rate

Desired fish
species

Natural inflow/
population

Ground water/
Ecosystem
interaction

Generation
Methods

Deterministic

Stochastic

Multiple models

Scenario planning

Unknown model

Outcomes

Point estimate

Estimate with
probability

Ranked estimates

Range estimates

Unknown
outcomes

Sensitivity analysis

Stochastic
programming

Stochastic
programming

Robust decision
making/ Dynamic
adaptive pathways

???

Characteristic

Future states

Management
methods

More certain

Deep uncertainty
adapted from Walker et., 2013

Different Aspects of the Problem have Different Levels of Uncertainty
Objectives

Reservoir Water Balance

1. Keep Lake Mead level above 1025 ft
2. Keep Lake Powell level above 3490 ft

Changing
Reservoir
Storage = Inflow – Release – Evaporation ±

Ground
water

3. Satisfy water demand
4. Other goals (sand bar/ irrigation/
hydropower requirements)

Reservoir Energy Balance

5. Desired fish population

Downstream River Ecosystem

Foo
d

Predation

Food base

Inflow
= temperature +

Radiative
heat
exchange

+

Sediment
conduction and
hyporheic
exchange

Native fish
Competition

d
Foo

Reservoir
Temperature

Nonnative fish

Level of Uncertainties
Level 3
Certainty
Level 1
Level 4
Level 2
Level 5

River Energy Balance
River
Temperature

Upstream
release
=
+
temperature

Radiative
heat
exchange
+
Channel solute
and heat
+
transport

Sediment
conduction and
hyporheic
exchange

watershed
runoff

Considering the Future
other
river
resources
operations

meeting demands
for water
supply

fish
communities
flow regime
temperature, fine
sediment

Alternative Management Paradigms
management approaches that significantly contrast with current management and have the
potential to broaden the conversation about how to manage the river
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can the paradigm and alternative be precisely described so that it can be evaluated?
Is the paradigm one that probably will be evaluated by Reclamation?
Is the paradigm one that has the potential to highlight the tradeoffs between meeting
water supply goals and river ecosystem goals?
Is the paradigm one that has the potential to provoke thoughtful discussion among
stakeholders?
Is the paradigm one that might be considered in the next round of negotiation of the
Interim Guidelines? In the next 50 years?
Does evaluation empower any non-traditional stakeholders?

Management Alternatives
variations in the current management paradigms in alternative approaches

Scenarios
“future states of the world,” such as runoff and related climate conditions and water use
demand patterns; specific focus is on defining input hydrology needed to run CRSS

Alternative Management Paradigms
• Preferentially store water in Lake Mead and maintain Lake Powell at minimum
power pool elevation
• Preferentially store water in Lake Powell and maintain Lake Mead at minimum
power pool elevation
• Limit Upper Basin depletions in exchange for no possible “calls” by the Lower
Basin (Grand Bargain)
• Lower Basin states count reservoir evaporation and ET losses as part of their
deliveries, thereby reducing Lower Basin consumptive uses
• Only allow equalization releases from Lake Powell when favorable sand conditions
in Grand Canyon

• Operate Lake Powell as run-of-river facility
• Change Flaming Gorge Larval Trigger rules to consider changing watershed runoff

If tradeoffs are to be defined between water supply and
ecological outcomes, then we must have ecological goals

• A guiding image exists
• A dynamic ecological endpoint is identified and used to guide
the project
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
(Palmer at al., 2005)

Upper Colorado River
Endangered Fish
Recovery Program (19882013)
[$161 mil. 1989-2006 ~$7
mil./yr;];
recover T&E fish species
hi e a
i g ae
development to
ceed

Present goals: a
tradeoff between
water supply and
ecological outcomes

San Juan River Basin Recovery
Implementation Program
(1992-2023)
[$34.6 mil 1992-2006; $2.1 mil
FY06]
Recover T&E species

Lower Colorado
River Multi-Species
Conservation
Program (2005-2055)
$620 mil. (50 yrs) ~$13
mil./yr
Meet targets for
creation of new
habitat
Minutes 319 and 323, 1944 Water Treaty

Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive
Management Program
$11 mil./yr operating
e e e, i iga e, i
e
a e f GCNRA a d GCNP
Recover T&E species

river corridor landscape matches
natural conditions

maximum opportunit to experience
the wilderness character of the can on

maintain significance and integrit of
[prehistoric archaeological and historic sites]
through preservation in place

Maintain culturall appropriate
resource conditions

native riparian s stems

active channel
High elevation open riparian
sediment deposits

Water qualit

native fish species and
their habitats

adequate diverse productive
aquatic foodbase

native non-fish aquatic biota
and their habitats

Re-establish fishes extirpated
from Grand Can on

high qualit trout fisher in
GCNRA

Glen Canyon Dam capacity and energy is maintained and
increased Maintain operational flexibilit

Desired future conditions, Grand Canyon -- 2013

river corridor landscape
matches natural conditions

maximum opportunit to experience
the wilderness character of the can on

maintain significance and integrit of
[prehistoric archaeological and historic sites]
through preservation in place
Maintain culturall appropriate
resource conditions
native riparian s stems

active channel
High elevation open riparian
sediment deposits

Water qualit

native fish species and
their habitats

Re-establish fishes extirpated
from Grand Can on

native non-fish aquatic biota
and their habitats

recover endangered fish
populations

high qualit trout fisher in
GCNRA

adequate diverse productive
aquatic foodbase

Glen Canyon Dam capacity and energy is maintained and
increased Maintain operational flexibilit

Desired future conditions, Grand Canyon -- 2013

What is the goal for the Delta?

2000

What is the
goal for the
lower
Colorado
River?
1938

Colorado River near Needles, CA

Mueller and Marsh, 2000

What is the goal for Grand
Canyon?

Canyon of Lodore, Dinosaur National Monument, Colorado

What is the goal for the Upper Basin?
Alexander, 2008

What is the goal for
extensively developed
tributaries?

0

1

2

3

4

1980:

km

Duchesne River

40,830 m total
shore length
2,575 m island shore

1936:

76,350 m total
shore length

1914:

64,620 m total
shore length

1969:

38,177 m total
shore length
215 m island
shore

Gaeuman et al,2003,
2005

Yampa River in Dinosaur NM

What is the goal for minimally
developed rivers?

Manners et al. (2014)

How do these goals fit together?

mitigate
discrete land
parcels

Create/maintain a
new designer
ecosystem

Complete protection
to protect natural
ecosystem?

Recover ESA
species;
maintain
“natural” river
ecosystem

Create/maintain
novel ecosystem.
recover ESA
species (HBC,
RBS?)

Conclusions
• Unreasonable ideas have always been part of discussion about the Colorado River.
some of those ideas have actually been implemented.
• Decisions about future management of the Colorado River should consider water
supply reliability and ecosystem rehabilitation as a joint problem.
• Water storage and water management decisions have the potential to exacerbate or
ameliorate the direct effects of a warming climate on the mainstem river
ecosystems.

M. Collier photograph

EXPLORATION OF OPTIMAL STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING
THE RIVER REQUIRES THAT THE DESIRED FUTURE
CONDITION FOR EACH PART OF THE RIVER BE IDENTIFIED.
RIVER SCIENCE NEEDS TO BE FOCUS ON IDENTIFYING
TIPPING POINTS AND ECOSYSTEM RESPONSES TO
UNPRECENDENTED CHANGES IN ECOSYSTEM DRIVERS.

The Future of the Colorado River project
https://qcnr.usu.edu/coloradoriver/futures
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